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Supplementary Text

Site backtracking and SST correction
We calculated paleolatitude and paleolongtitude of these Eastern Pacific sites in 0.5
Myr intervals (Fig. 1, table S1 The ordinary kriging method in SURFER was applied to grid modern SST data from the WOA database. We derived the interpolated SST values at these paleolatitudes and paleolongtitudes in order to calculate SST values at each site with the plate movement over the past 8 Myr. Then a linear (instead of cubic spine in Herbert et al.
(23)) interpolation between these SST values was used for correction. Our SST corrections for EEP sites are consistent with, but slightly differ in detail from those from Herbert et al. (23) . As SST correction for site migration is based on modern SST distribution, overcorrection is likely for the Pliocene warm epoch when SST gradient in the EEP was evidently weaker. Particularly, it yields a change of 1.6°C at that could be derived from the calibration equation (32). We have reduced the SST correction by half for Site 1241 only. To a lesser degree, this issue might also apply for Sites U1337 and U1338, yet the amplitude of derived change (~0.6°C) from site migration is left in the correction (table S2) .
Turning-point detection
To statistically detect turning point, we used the software RAMPFIT (51) Uncertainty of ±0.15°C for SST and ±0.25°C for SST difference is applied with the global core top calibration (Műller 1998_cor, pink shaded area), while one sigma (1 σ) uncertainty is plotted with the BAYSPLINE calibration (BAYSPLINE_cor, grey shaded area). (14, 17, 23, (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . Bayesian calibration errors varies with time and an average over the last 8 Myr is taken here. 
